David Lawson's Landmark Investigation
(Adapted from: "Organized Stalking: A Target's View" - Eleanor White)
Shortly after the 9/11 attacks in New York City, organized stalking targets became
aware of a book titled "Terrorist Stalking in America" by private investigator David
Lawson. A sequel was published a few years later titled "Cause Stalking."
Both books cover the same topic, which Lawson calls "Cause Stalking," and
which is a perfect match for the "Organized Stalking" discussed in this booklet.
Lawson worked more than a decade with a Florida detective agency. He traveled
throughout the U.S. and Canada. He said his investigation covered 12 years.
David Lawson reports in his books that he was casually listening to his public service
radio scanner, and discovered a group using police-like terminology, but which did
not sound as if they were actual police officers. Eventually, he learned of a restaurant
where they met for meals, and visited one of this group's gatherings there.
This provided curious David Lawson with a chance to gain the confidence of the group,
and Lawson found that they were, in fact, carrying out organized stalking on designated
targets. This group assumed the role of some sort of "special community police."
I'm going to discuss here David Lawson's essential findings.
Lawson discussed “cause” (organized) stalking with a few police officers. Some had
an odd excuse for allowing organized stalking to continue. The police claimed that
somehow, harassment by groups amounts to “free speech.” Lawson learned that:
** Police themselves are sometimes targets
** Police are very reluctant to talk about stalking by groups
** One officer acknowledged that stalking groups are growing in size and number
"In general, they said that 'cause stalking' is primarily a civil problem where the plaintiff
has to prove financial loss". Obviously police are not interested in pursuing organized
stalkers. But, since the early 1990s, stalking has been a criminal offence.
Lawson found the recruits he met were blue collar workers. These recruits can bring
powerful abilities to the group by way of having keys to locked spaces. City workers,
security guards, taxi drivers, cable, telephone and electric utility workers also contribute
to the groups' ability to keep the target “in their sights” constantly, Lawson found.
Keep in mind that organized stalking includes TWO Phases - 1) Organized stalking
by people, and 2) Attacks using advanced through-wall electronic technologies.
The recruits Lawson met had no knowledge of the electronic attacks. There is apparently
a separate "elite corps" of electronic stalkers, based on the experiences of targets.
For, (I would estimate 95% of,) targets of organized stalking, electronic harassment is
an integral part of their harassment regimen. I suspect Lawson does know about
electronic harassment, but may have been "threatened" or "bought off."

Lawson reports statements from the harassers themselves. They believe:
** They are a kind of “police” who actually rank ABOVE the sworn constabulary.
** Their groups “help” police by trying to alert people living in the target's area that
the target did something really bad at prior locations.
** They see themselves as kind of “minutemen” - always at the ready to be dispatched
when called, forming a network the target can never escape.
** They feel the fact that essentially all service workers and trades are members of the
stalking groups makes them a force a target “doesn't want to mess with.”
Lawson believes these recruits are: "Those who Feel Powerless, Inferior and Angry."
Lawson reports some statistics he gathered regarding what motivates the perpetrators:
** 25% follow the nominal "cause" they were recruited under
** 25% actually participate in the harassment
** 75% harass occasionally or not at all
** 10% join out of fear of being harassed themselves
Lawson found that even firemen may support these groups. I heard a number of
reports that vehicular harassment has involved an above average number of vehicles
bear stickers of firefighters or targets have traced perpetrator identities to firemen.
Lawson concluded the "cause" the typical group is "working toward" is mainly an
excuse to get the groups together. The main motivation of group members is the sense
of power and belonging the group members derive. Having a "cause" enhances the
feelings of power and righteousness, but group members are most concerned with
how their fellow group stalkers feel about their "work" and accept them.
Lawson says the attitude of the typical stalking group member towards the "cause" is:
"Most active group members have only a general idea of the ideology of the group,
but they don't particularly care."
These groups come into being and are run by leaders. Lawson says about them:
"Group leaders do have political goals and the belief that the end justifies the means."
Lawson describes leaders as considering their members "disposable." He states
that some leaders work for corporations and politicians. Lawson states that leaders
identify targets but don't directly supervise the harassment group members.
Lawson describes leaders as having an "air of mystery", "having worked for the CIA,
NSA, or some other intelligence agency that doesn't reveal information about their
employees." Lawson states that this "background" is likely mythology. If organized
stalking is the leading edge of a world dictatorship, however, it's not impossible the
world's intelligence agencies could play a part.
How about financing these groups? Although the author states that the pay is low,
there are still very large expenses to harass people as thoroughly as targets report.
Lawson observed the stalking groups he met and traveled with can afford to rent
property by the target's home, pay for transportation so that stalkers can travel with
a target, and the communications and coordination expenses to provide seamless
“coverage” of targets regardless of where they travel. These are significant expenses.

Lawson also found that corporations fund some of these stalking groups, and use
them as “private armies” against their “enemies” (e.g. whistleblowers and activists).
Lawson states these criminal stalking groups not only harass targets specified by their
leaders, but also are FOR HIRE - a "Revenge Service" for those who can afford them.
There are two distinct reasons why targets are harassed:
** The initial reason targets are placed on the stalking groups' "list"
** The reason the stalkers keep it up
David Lawson's chapter on Selection of Targets may well be true, but it certainly doesn't
describe the thousands of people who don't fit his list of targeted categories. Here are
some of the categories of targets Lawson records in his second book, "Cause Stalking":
** Abortion clinic workers
** People guilty of mistreatment of animals
** County clerks and local politicians
** Police officers
** Judges

** IRS and Treasury agents
** Civil rights activists
** Government or corporate
whistleblowers

In describing the targets, Lawson makes clear that the ultimate goal of the groups is
to destroy the targets. Those who have been stalked by organized citizen groups
which are fed lies report that these groups do destroy targets with great efficiency.
From Lawson's book, these are some of the OPERATIONS these groups carry out:
** Once a target has been selected, that target will be studied to ascertain the
target's personality type, IQ, and personal history.
** Targets will be photographed, sometimes openly.
** Targets are kept under surveillance by large groups and are always followed.
Stalkers rotate to make it difficult for targets to prove they are being followed.
** Lawson's “cause” or “terrorist” organized stalking groups do more than just
follow targets, they perform break-ins, damage property, and, says Lawson, have
assaulted, sometimes fatally, some targets. These stalkers also like to stalk
children of a target.
** Lawson describes fire department equipment being used as part of stalker
convoys. Lawson reports the participation of firemen, city workers and utility
workers makes the stalkers believe they are doing great community service
instead of committing crimes against innocent people.
** Lawson learned that city worker participation sometimes extends as far
as tearing up the road in front of a target's home. This shows the depth of
penetration into legitimate organizations of these stalkers.
** Some targets are selected just because they are “convenient”. Loners are
good convenience targets. Those with a good network of family support are not.

** Lawson reports that targets are kept under surveillance around the clock.
Stalkers detailed to keep the target under surveillance report the movements of
the target by cellphone or two-way radio. Some stalkers patrol the area to watch
for police, and if a target drives away from home, will begin to “tail” the target.
** Neighbors of the target are often persuaded to participate. These neighbors
can be intimidated by threats of harassment or damage to homes and vehicles.
Neighbors are plied with appeals to a sense of patriotism (the targets are painted
as criminals and other types of undesirables) or the neighbors can be offered
things like drugs, repairs to their homes, free taxi rides, or even just friendship.
A major benefit to the stalkers is when they can persuade neighbors to give the
stalkers a key to their residence.
** Lawson found that in some locations, keeping a target under surveillance has
almost become a “sport,” and all who know what radio channel the activity is
carried out on can participate. Some targets became aware of the radio activity
and told Lawson that they hear a radio bulletin go out as soon as the target turns
on their lights in the early morning.
** Targets who live in apartments can expect stalkers to move in to several
apartments which adjoin theirs. Stalkers consider it important that their
members have access to all apartments in all directions from that of the target.
Stalkers also keep the target's vehicle under surveillance, says Lawson.
** Stalkers who keep targets under surveillance sometimes set up a system
where, for example, if the target flushes a toilet, a car horn will honk every time
in synchronisim, or possibly a burst of noise from a power tool or hammering.
** Targets find that there are suddenly large numbers of people coming or going to
or from apartments next to the target, accompanied by rowdiness enough to hold
the attention of the target, but not enough for a successful complaint to building
management or police.
** Lawson reports that the stalking groups tell their neighbors that the stalkers
are some sort of citizens' group which “assists the police” and are there to
“keep track of” the target for some legitimate-sounding reason. Stalkers use
props like “case files,” including photos of the target, to appear legitimate.
** Stalkers will enter a target's home when the target is away, and they have
lookouts patrolling a “perimeter” to watch for police. In apartments specifically,
building staff are often co-opted by telling lies about the target. Building staff
may also be intimidated and cooperate through fear of the stalkers. Pest control
and alarm technicians sometimes provide access to the targets' apartments.
** Lawson says the interception of targets' mail happens frequently. Targets will
find their mail arriving late, or they will find some mail doesn't arrive at all. Stalkers
sometimes “rub it in” by sitting at a nearby table in a restaurant discussing the
target's missing mail, or even drive by the target waving the missing mail.
** Some targets don't recognize they are being deliberately harassed. They may
make an excuse such as “there are a lot of rude people in the world.”
** Blocking of phone calls by telephone company staff happens routinely. The
staffers may believe the target “deserves it,” or for a perk offered by the stalkers.

** Stalkers work at disrupting both business and personal relationships by
character assassination. This can be effective for new relationships; it isn't
always successful with people who know the target well.
** When a target walks in the community, they are followed everywhere. The
stalkers seem to make a game out of trying to get into places with restrictions
on entry, such as places of employment. Stalkers will carry clipboards, wear
name badges on lanyards around their neck, or carry phony police badges.
** Stalkers put effort into destroying the target's social ties to family and friends.
[This is made easy by choosing harassment methods which look like “life's
normal breaks” to outside observers.] When the target inevitably describes the
harassment, the target is likely to be seen as crazy. Lawson found that in some
cases, more than one member of a family will receive the harassment.
** On the road, stalkers will often surround the travelling target and try to
control the target's speed. To make it hard for the target to prove this crime,
the stalkers will frequently move off and a new group of harassers take over.
** Stalkers like to drive in convoys of 6 to 30 or more vehicles, reports Lawson.
He found that a convoy all displaying high beams may be a stalker convoy.
** Sabotage of the target's vehicle happens; scratching of the paint by a sharp
object, slashing the tires, stealing licence plates. Stalkers avoid extremely
dangerous sabotage like cutting brake lines, but they do engage in expensive
sabotage like draining oil or coolant to cause major repair bills and inconvenience.
** Stalkers use harassment tactics that look “minor” to passers-by. These tactics
include noise making near the target such as clicking ball point pens constantly,
rattling keys or change, particularly when standing behind the target. If the target
responds, the target can expect more of the same. When a target takes a seat in
public, stalkers will sit nearby to deliver noise harassment, or to repeatedly tap
their feet, sometimes on the target's chair. The goal is to keep the target
uncomfortable constantly.
** Starting rumors and passing lies at the target's workplace is another method
reported by Lawson. Stalkers will pose as customers when the target works
directly with the public, then make complaints about the target. One example
would be where the target is a real estate agent, where bogus customers can
take up huge amounts of their target's time without ever making an actual offer.
** Noise is one of the major means used by the stalkers. Stalkers use their cars
to honk their horns or squeal tires frequently as they pass the target's home.
** Stalkers use their access to nearby properties to create noise timed to target
activities, such as the target leaving their home.
** Stalkers will make up nonsensical reasons to knock on the target's door.
** In apartment buildings, targets will be subjected to noise from “work”, like
hammering or rapping on walls. Stalkers will “work” on these activities as long
as possible, avoiding forming the basis for a legitimate complaint by the target.

** The stalkers will sometimes leave a nearby apartment [or home] in perfect
sync with the target's leaving home, repeatedly. Stalkers crowding elevators
with the target also happens.
** The stalkers will sometimes make noise indicating they are moving around
in sync with movements of the target, from the apartment either above or below
the target's apartment. [White: This requires commercial through wall radar.]
David Lawson's observations, paraphrased here, very accurately represent what
targets of organized stalking experience from human stalkers.
From the viewpoint of many targets, ordinary citizens from all age groups and walks
of life are harassing them in an organized way, probably based on lies.
Bottom line: In spite of David Lawson's excellent observations, we still can't explain
with certainty what entity is overseeing this global harassment organization.
To locate his book search for: "Cause Stalking" "David Lawson"... keeping the quotes.
The book is intermittently available on amazon.com Internet bookseller.
Important Footnote
Many people, don't believe the Lawson picture of organized stalking because “nobody
has that much time on their hands.” But much of the harassment is NOT spare time
activity, but is in fact rolled in to the day's work for a wide variety of professions.
So there is no need for harassers to have “time on their hands” in order for very
vicious harassment to be taking place. Only the target sees it all. Harassers may
only carry out an occasional act against a target.
Beyond trades people, there are plenty of citizens who are not working: housewives,
children, the disabled, the retired, the homeless who can help “punish” the target.
Sources:
"Organized Stalking: A Target's View" - Eleanor White
"Cause Stalking" - David Lawson
"Terrorist Stalking in America" - David Lawson
Also see:
https://www.targetedjustice.com/
https://www.rlighthouse.com/targeted-individuals.html
https://www.fightgangstalking.com
Also YouTube videos by whistleblowers:
Richard Lighthouse (NASA), William Binney (NSA), Julianne McKinney (USArmy)
especially "Julianne McKinney on microwave harassment and mind control"

